


In this session… 
•  Why you need copywriting INSIDE your book. 
•  Strategic value of leaving the inside till the “last.” 
•  What sections of your book need a copywriting touch. 
•  Applying the book blurb and back cover outlines. 
•  Crowdsourcing a Copywriting Checkup  
•  And more! (Naturally…) 

 

Session 4: Inside Your Book 



Don’t panic… 
•  No major revisions (usually!) 
•  Fiction authors will have less tweaking. 
•  If you HAVEN’T written your book yet, this process can 

really help you up your writing game. 

 

Inside Your Book 



Four REMEMBER “W” questions: 
1.  Why did you WRITE the book? 
2.  Who did you write the book FOR? 
3.  What do you want your readers to TAKE AWAY with 

them? 
4.  Where in your book are you persuading your readers? 

 

Why Inside? 



A challenge…take another look! 
•  Especially first time authors: Often when we FIRST write 

a manuscript, we’re thinking about what WE want to say 
rather than what our audience WANTS to hear.  

•  Give your audience what they want and they will 
accept what they need! 

Why Inside? 



STOP… Let’s look at that again… 
•  Get an idea. 
•  Write a whole bunch of words. 
•  SET IT ASIDE. ß Right here is the PERFECT time! 
•  Re-read, edit and get others to read. 
•  A SUPER-editor and a formal edit. ßNEXT GREAT time! 
•  Start to work on promoting systems. 
 

Copywrite Inside Near the End 



Anytime is a good time… but… 
•  The ideal process is RARELY what actually happens. 
•  Taking your author hat off and putting your copywriting 

hat on in the MIDDLE of your editing process will make 
you a better writer. 

 

Copywrite Inside… When again? 



In your Introduction or Prologue 
•  Remind your readers of the problem your book 

addresses. 
•  State how your book will go about solving this 

problem. 
•  A deeper introduction of yourself and your expertise. 
•  Fiction, too… lighter touch, but still important. 

Sections of Your Book 



Body of your manuscript… 
•  As you edit (or re-edit), keep your copywriting hat on for 

a new perspective. 
•  Fiction authors do this a bit more naturally than non-
fiction authors (ironically). 

•  ASK your beta readers to re-read and tell you their “take 
away” from each chapter/section. 

Sections of Your Book 



Cautions for a copywrite edit: 
•  Remember that readers don’t have to “get” only the 

message you intend for them from your writing. 
•  However, as your beta readers get back to you with “out 

there” reactions you have two options… 

Sections of Your Book 



Two options when your body-of-work is off-message: 
1.  Rewrite your blurb/back cover/SM items. 
2.  Re-tweak your writing inside your manuscript. 

Sections of Your Book 



Use these as magnifying glasses: 
•  If you’ve already written your manuscript, re-read and 

EDIT your Introduction and Body to check for on-
message coherence. 

•  If you HAVEN’T written it yet, your book blurb and back 
cover can be a GREAT outline. 

 

Book Blurb & Back Cover 



Non-fiction book outline… 
•  Create your complete keyword and key-phrase list from 

Session 2: Book Blurbs & Back Covers. 
•  Combine these phrases into main points and sub-points 

for your writing outline. 
•  Write DIRECTLY from marketing principles covered in 

Session 1: Marketing Principles. 

Book Blurb & Back Cover 



Fiction book outline… 
•  You might think this doesn’t apply to you… but… 
•  Putting the book blurb, keywords/phrases together 

FIRST super-targets your niche, your focus from your 
brilliant (I know it is!) idea! 

•  The back cover is nearly a synopsis of your plot. 
•  If you can’t put your concept in a couple paragraphs… 
 

Book Blurb & Back Cover 



Copywriting focus… 
•  Maybe you’re stuck somewhere in the middle. 
•  You have a great idea, a bunch of words put together 

(rough draft, first manuscript, outline…whatever…)  
•  Possibly you’re experiencing writer’s block. 
•  Or you have an AWESOME concept, but you don’t know 

what niche, audience, format, etc. to use. 

Good Crowdsourcing 



Create a Beta Readers Checklist to get unstuck! 
•  Keep it SUPER simple—3 questions! 
•  Ask copywriting/marketing questions, NOT plot, writing 

quality, etc. 
•  Focus on who, what, why, where and when questions. 

Good Crowdsourcing 



3 Questions Checklist for beta readers: 
1.  List 3 books my book reminds you of. 
2.  In just one sentence: 
–  Describe the MAIN message of my book (non-

fiction).  
–  Describe the plot (fiction). 

Good Crowdsourcing 



3 Questions Checklist for beta readers: 
3.  If you were to look for my book on a shelf in the 

bookstore, what section would you find it in? 
OR… 
3.  If you were searching for my book on Amazon, 

 what 3 words or what 2 phrases would you put 
 in the search box? 

 

Good Crowdsourcing 



KEEP your copywriting hat on… 
•  This isn’t about you or how great of an author you are… 

it’s about how effectively what you’ve put together 
communicates as a message. 

•  Your copywriter hat will remind you to look at your 
ideas and all your writing from the OUTSIDE à IN. 

Crowdsourcing Cautions 



•  Take your book blurb and back cover keywords and 
phrases and outline your book (even if it’s already 
written J )… you might be surprised!  

•  Write your Introduction or Prologue using your 
keywords and key phrases (or rewrite it). 

•  Choose to use the example 3 questions, or your own, 
and ask 3 Beta Readers to answer them! 

Session Four Homework 



 

If you can’t explain it simply, you 
don’t understand it well enough  

~Albert Einstein 

Ready. Set. Go! 


